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bstract

The development of photovoltaic (PV) cells has made steady progress from the early days, when only the USA space program could afford
o deploy them, to now, seeing them applied to roadside applications even in our Northern European climes. The manufacturing cost per watt
as fallen and the daylight-to-power conversion efficiency increased. At the same time, the perception that the sun has to be directly shining
n it for a PV array to work has faded.

On some of those roadside applications, particularly for remote emergency telephones or for temporary roadwork signage where a utility
lectrical power connection is not practical, the keen observer will spot, usually in addition to a PV array, a small wind-turbine and an electrical
abinet quite obviously (by virtue of its volume) containing a storage battery. In the UK, we have the lions share (>40%) of Europe’s entire
ind power resource although, despite press coverage of the “anti-wind” lobby to the contrary, we have hardly started to harvest this clean

nd free energy source.
Taking this (established and proven) roadside solution one step further, we will consider higher power applications. A cellular phone system

s one where a multitude of remote radio base stations (RBS) are required to provide geographical coverage. With networks developing into
he so called “3G” technologies the need for base stations has tripled, as each 3G cell covers only 1/3 the geographical area of its “2G”
ounterpart.

To cover >90% of the UK’s topology (>97% population coverage) with 3G cellular technology will requires in excess of 12,000 radio base
tations per operator network. In 2001, there were around 25,000 established sites and, with an anticipated degree of collocation by necessity,
hat figure is forecast to rise to >47,000. Of course, the vast majority of these sites have a convenient grid connection.

However, it is easy to see that the combination of wind and PV power generation and an energy storage system may be an interesting

olution for the more rural and remote applications – particularly those where an electrical supply is not available or practical – and this paper
ttempts to explore the current practicalities of such a power generation solution for those cellular phone base stations.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The development of photovoltaic (PV) cells has made
teady progress from the early days, when only the USA

pace program could afford to deploy them, to now, seeing
hem applied to roadside applications even in our Northern
uropean climes. The manufacturing cost per watt has fallen
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nd the daylight-to-power conversion efficiency increased. At
he same time, the perception that the sun has to be directly
hining on it for a PV array to work has faded.

On some of those roadside applications, particularly for
emote emergency telephones or for temporary roadwork
ignage where a utility electrical power connection is not

ractical, the keen observer will spot, usually in addition to a
V array, a small wind-turbine and an electrical cabinet quite
bviously (by virtue of its volume) containing a storage bat-
ery. In the UK, we have the lions share (>40%) of Europe’s
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trol via some form of precision air conditioning. This avoided
the need for dragging in fresh-air (with damp and air-borne
contaminant problems) and maintained the battery temper-
ature at 20–25 ◦C for optimum service life. Some operators
I.F. Bitterlin / Journal of Po

ntire wind power resource [1] although, despite press cover-
ge of the “anti-wind” lobby to the contrary, we have hardly
tarted to harvest this clean and free energy source.

Taking this (established and proven) roadside solution one
tep further we will consider higher power applications. A
ellular phone system is one where a multitude of remote
adio base stations (RBS) are required to provide geograph-
cal coverage. With networks developing into the so called
3G” technologies the need for base stations has tripled, as
ach 3G cell covers only 1/3 the geographical area of its
2G” counterpart. In the UK (if not elsewhere), the compe-
ition between service providers is both intense and fiercely
ost cutting. By October 2003 [2], the largest four mobile
hone operators shared the market in a very approximate
5/25/25/16% proportion and that market was, to all intents
nd purposes, 100% penetrated – 50.2 million active con-
umer accounts versus the 58.8 million population of the UK.
aving paid huge sums to the government for the operating

icences the downward pressure on capital and operational
xpenditure is constant, whilst the fierce competition restricts
ost cooperation on sharing an infrastructure.
To cover >90% of the UK’s topology (>97% population

overage) with 3G cellular technology will requires in excess
f 12,000 radio base stations per operator network. In 2001,
here were around 25,000 established sites and, with an antici-
ated degree of collocation by necessity, that figure is forecast
o rise to >47,000 [3]. Of course, the vast majority of these
ites have a convenient grid connection.

However, it is easy to see that the combination of wind and
V power generation and an energy storage system may be an

nteresting solution for the more rural and remote applications
particularly those where an electrical supply is not available
r practical – and this paper attempts to explore the current
racticalities of such a power generation solution for those
ellular phone base stations.

. The load

.1. Electrical

The load that has to be supplied by the power system
s, naturally, continuous on a 24 × 7 × 52 basis and com-
rises the cell transmission equipment, microwave link and
ny required energy for ambient control—heating and cool-
ng. The equipment has traditionally been 48 V dc with a 4 h
attery back-up but recent trends, both technically and com-
ercially driven, have seen the introduction of ac powered

oads (requiring UPS) and the acceptance of much shorter
attery autonomy times (as low as 20 min). Note that the
vailability of the mains power in the UK is such that grid
ailures lasting longer than 20 min in the South East urban

onurbations are, statistically, more than 6 years apart.

The size of the radio transmission (RT) load has been
teadily falling and is forecast to fall further. Originally the
orecast power consumption for 3G RT equipment was in the
urces 162 (2006) 906–912 907

rder of 10 kW and, with the colocation of 2G for an over-
ap period, many operators planned for up to 15 kW per base
tation. In reality, the loads have not been seen to be higher
han 5 kW for a fully populated base station. For the future,
t is safe to assume that power-to-transmission power effi-
iency will steadily improve—bearing in mind that the aerial
ower is in the order of tens of watts rather than hundreds.
n overall design figure (including cooling) of 4 kW for a
igh power 3 × 3 sector aerial system is now expected to be
onservative. It should be noted that when planning engineers
ere anticipating 12–15 kW for the RT and microwave load

he mechanical cooling added a further 4–5 kW, resulting in
ach site requiring up to 20 kW of supply capacity.

.2. Mechanical

The load has also been influenced by the mechanical solu-
ion to base station deployment. Traditionally the RBS looked
s that illustrated in Fig. 1, a “walk-in” cabin, and most
ncluded mechanical cooling via some form of air condition-
ng plant. With local opposition increasing, fewer planning
estrictions on enclosure volumes below 2.5 m3 and the new
vailability of “outdoor enclosures” the face of the UK’s RBS
ollout program has changed.

Fig. 2 shows a typical outdoor enclosure with, in this case,
6 kW of dc power, empty space for the RT equipment and
nbuilt heat exchanger in the door.

Some operators, for reasons of both capital cost and oper-
tional expenditure, historically decided to take technical
risks” in two significant areas both related to cooling.

The “perfect” solution addresses both the RT electronics
nd the battery, and that are temperature and humidity con-
Fig. 1. RBS cabin and mast.
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ig. 2. Outdoor power/RT enclosure. Courtesy: Emerson Network Power.

sed fresh-air cooling for the cabin and fitted heat exchang-
rs to the RT plant whilst some went “half-way” and ignored
umidity control, running the risk of condensation or static.
t the same time, the RT equipment itself was becoming
uch less sensitive to temperature fluctuations, etc.
An important cost factor in the case “against” air con-

itioning was the minimum of two maintenance visits per
ear. It is also worth noting that some operators installed
ommercial “split” systems (rather than industrial equip-
ent designed for continuous duty) and the need for vis-

ts increased due to increased incidence of breakdowns,
tc.

The result of all of these pressures and experiences has
esulted (assisted by our climate) in a widespread abandon-
ent of cabins in favour of enclosures and an acceptance

hat batteries will have to be sized and maintained with
wide range of operating temperatures in mind. Battery

utonomies and anticipated service life have both been short-
ned. Simple and rugged air-to-air heat exchangers maintain
reasonable 6–8 K temperature difference between the out-
oor ambient and the enclosure interior but that still leads
o accelerated internal battery corrosion during the summer

onths.

.3. Total load for modelling

The UK weather is “mild, wet and windy” and the require-
ent for cooling is driven by the size of the enclosure (solar

ain), exposure of the site (prevailing wind, etc.), the ambient
emperature and the internal load. Temperature modelling for
he South Coast of England shows that up to 4 kW of power
an be housed in a typically sized heat exchanged outdoor

nclosure without the internal temperature exceeding 45 ◦C
n the maximum (July) ambient temperature. As you work
orthwards the installed capacity can rise to 5 kW by the
ime you reach Edinburgh.

i
b
d

Fig. 3. Daily average temperature in Edinburgh (◦C).

Heating is rarely required, as can be inferred from Fig. 3,
hich shows (back row to front) the average daily maximum,
aily average and the average daily minimum ambient tem-
erature by months January–December [4].

The trends of lower power for both the electronic loads
nd any associated climate control are expected to con-
inue falling. Some industry sources are predicting the RT
ower to fall from the present 3.5 to 2 kW by 2007 and
or this paper, we will use 4 kW as the total continuous
emand.

So it can be seen that in the space of 3–4 years the antic-
pated peak power demand per RBS site has dropped from
0 kW to less than 4 kW.

. Environmental impacts

We should never underestimate the environmental impact
f any human activity that is continuous in nature. The
bility to use your mobile phone at “any time” means that
he network must be powered up at “all times”. The 4 kW
er base station that we have chosen to model represents
5 MWh year−1 (126 GJ) which would release 12.6 tonnes
f CO2 if generated by natural gas. Taking the four major
etworks’ radio base stations together totals 600,000 tonnes
f CO2 per year. It is clear that the faster the RT power demand
s reduced the better for all concerned; not least the opera-
ors who have to pay the electricity bill whilst we all demand
heaper call charges.

. Power options

.1. Mains power
Obviously, all costs considered, the most viable option
s a mains connection with a relatively short storage 48 V
attery. Any ac powered equipment can be powered via a
c–dc converter from the 48 V common rail and inverted
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not require “sunshine”; it is just less “efficient” at gathering
the energy in overcast conditions. The energy from the sun
falls at our latitude at a peak of 1 kW m−2 which corresponds
to an insolation annually of 1000 kWh m−2 of diffused solar
I.F. Bitterlin / Journal of Po

o ∼230 V or via a dedicated UPS with an integral bat-
ery. However, any special connection requiring a new
able installation over 500 m long is becoming increasingly
xpensive.

.2. On-site non-renewable generation

Such as combusting a fossil fuel, most likely diesel or
ropane, in a reciprocating engine to drive a generator and
roduce electrical energy. No battery storage would be neces-
ary. The fuel would be stored on-site (if a gas pipeline were
vailable you would expect an electrical supply as well) so a
elivery method and route has to be practical and planned in
dvance. Note that our 4 kW continuous load (126 GJ year−1)
ould consume around 2600 imperial gallons of diesel oil

n one year (10 tonnes, 73 barrels). A gas engine would be
leaner but for both fuels the continuous rating would require
egular maintenance visits. Unless two sets were installed (in

+ 1 redundant configuration) maintenance would necessi-
ate a site shutdown.

.3. On-site renewable generation

In theory, at least we can include here the concept of a fuel
ell supplied with hydrogen gas. Whilst the power range is
ithin current successful technology continuously operating
4 kW fuel cell on other, less pure, fuels (e.g. natural gas) is
ot yet proven. However, our application has little use for the
aste heat (this also applies to Section 4.2 above) and, as we

hall see, the matter of fuel delivery and storage volume may
e an issue. However, in this option, we are mainly looking at
ind and solar electric (PV), either solo or in combination but

n both cases with on-site storage to overcome the problem
f “intermittence”.

. Intermittence of wind and PV generation

One of the largest problems in all sustainable energy tech-
ology application is matching the generation capacity to
he load. The case of the RBS has one advantage—the load
s totally predictable and continuous. In the case of several
enewables, wind and PV included, this load matching prob-
em is exacerbated by the intermittence of the generation
eriods. In some cases, this is highly predictable, e.g. diurnal
or tidal power or rather less predictable, as is the case with
ind power.

.1. Wind power

Power from the wind depends upon the swept area of
he turbine blades and the cube of the wind speed. Each

esign of turbine can be optimised for the actual site con-
itions and prevailing wind. Wind turbine design is such
hat power is generated between a minimum (cut-in) and

maximum (shut-down) wind speed. It is interesting to
urces 162 (2006) 906–912 909

ote that planning problems for on-shore wind turbines have
ncouraged the deployment of off-shore installations. Not
nly is the initial capital cost increased but also the risk
f it being “too windy” (in the depths of winter when the
oad is at a peak) is increased, with no power output as a
esult.

Opponents of wind power often claim that they are “low
fficiency” generators. This is to confuse two issues:

the difference between the rated power of the turbine oper-
ating for a continuous period with the actual power gen-
erated by the intermittence of the wind speed at a given
site;
the “fuel” is free, and therefore, the “efficiency” is 100%
(in a classic “fuel input” versus “energy output”).

In very round terms, a given turbine will generate between
0–40% of its “rated output” over a year, depending upon
he site wind conditions, e.g. a 15 kW turbine could produce
30 MWh over 1 year (8760 h). In actual (on-shore) service,
t could be expected to produce around 35 MWh—an “effi-
iency” of 27%, according to your point of view. A turbine of
his rating would be 9 m diameter. It is worth mentioning that

edium power machines (say <20 kW) do not generally have
shut-down wind speed requirement but continue to supply

ated power.
To appreciate the intermittence of the wind, look at Fig. 4.

his shows the daily kWh generated by a small 7.5 kW tur-
ine sited in a hillside location in Wales with real wind speed
ata (hourly average). The horizontal line represents a target
ontinuous load of 1 kW. Despite the region being one of the
est wind resource locations in Europe it can be seen (cir-
led) that a lack of wind resulted in a low power output for
0 days.

.2. Photovoltaic generation

There is no confusion about the intermittence of PV—it
equires daylight. It is important to note, however, that it does
Fig. 4. A 7.5 kW turbine daily output.
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adiated energy [5]. The annual average conversion efficiency
f commercial PV cell arrays is around 12%, resulting in a
eliable output figure of 120 kWh m−2.

It has to be said that until a mass-production effect pushes
he cost of PV cells down they remain commercially unviable
or most applications above a few hundred watts. Both the
ost per watt and conversion efficiency will improve with the
esearch and development that is taking place and there is no
oubt that solar PV will play a valuable part in a post-fossil
uel energy plan. In fact, the oil companies are amongst the
argest investors in PV technology.

. Energy storage

One of the key elements in most fields of renewables is the
uestion of energy storage. The storage is required to bridge
he gap between the energy being available, e.g. the wind
lowing hard (or not), and the instantaneous load consump-
ion. Our RBS is a rather extreme example of this because no
iversity (in multiple loads) can be assumed.

The form of storage has traditionally been “electro-
hemical”, lead–acid recombination batteries of the VRLA
ype. This is a low tech, rugged, well proven and predictable
olution but more suited to a few hours autonomy rather than
everal days.

The other forms of storage are “chemical” in the form

f fuel for combustion (or feeding fuel cells) and “mechan-
cal” in the forms of inertia flywheels or potential energy of
ompressed air. As Fig. 5 shows, the energy density of these
ptions (in Wh kg−1 and Wh l−1) is very different and it is

ig. 5. Energy storage density. Top: logarithmic scale; bottom: linear scale.
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Fig. 6. H2 low energy density.

lear why liquid fossil fuels are so convenient. It also has
o be said that these comparisons include all of the energy
tored, not all of which is recoverable for constant power
oads.

For the hydrogen options note that compression to 150 bar
onsumes 10% of the energy content and it still needs 25×
he volume of gasoline for the equivalent capacity storage,
hilst liquefaction of H2 consumes 30% of the energy content

nd has rather more storage infrastructure implications. As
general consideration for the future “hydrogen economy”

onsider that a road tanker carrying H2 at 200 bar would con-
ume all of the energy in its load to make a 550 km delivery
6], the implication being that decentralised production of

2 and (short) pipeline distribution is to be preferred. Fig. 6
hows the technical challenges facing the mobile fuel cell
arket for only 4 kg of fuel; the first thing to do would seem

o be to make cars with much lower performance and a more
fficient power system.

The reason for the historical dominance of the diesel gen-
rator for standby duty is clearly illustrated by the comparison
hown in Fig. 7.

One barrel of Grade A1 distillate oil (left) will provide
40 kWh from a diesel genset. A battery (rear) to do the
ame duty would occupy 40 m3 and weigh 25 tonnes (about

he same as the genset) whilst H2 (at 150 bar) is shown in
omparison.

Fig. 7. Energy storage comparison.
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. Practical RBS solutions

It would appear that, regardless of how the power is gen-
rated, that there are few (currently practical) commercial
ptions other than a standby diesel generator to provide
ong-term autonomy, e.g. for longer than 24 h. However, a
attery is still required to maximise the collection of the
ind and/or PV power and that battery can be optimised

o reduce the start/run requirement on the generator to a
inimum.
The RBS has one feature that might lend itself to

ur purpose—the mast. Obviously replaced by a suitably
esigned alternative, it could be proposed that the mast sup-
orts a wind turbine and, facing on the south side, a PV
rray.

There might be a problem to overcome with the (two or
hree) turbine blades passing in front of one or more of the
ector aerials but the position of the blades are measurable
nd the digital transmission algorithms could, no doubt, be
djusted to suit.

The generation capacity we need to install would be
.76 MWh year−1 per kW of RT load, so let us take two cases:
kW now and 2 kW by 2007.

.1. Total load = 4 kW

This would need 35 MWh year−1 and autonomy of
MWh to see it through 10 days, if only one power source was
vailable. If we assume that a 15 kW, 9 m diameter, turbine is
pplied the mast would need to be in the order of 15 m high
not dissimilar to existing mast heights). Such a turbine could
e expected to generate between 32 and 45 MWh depending
pon the site conditions. Bearing in mind the “remote” nature
f sites we are considering the upper figure will be achievable.

If the PV array were to be 2 m wide (which is probably
ptimistic due to visual problems with planning authorities)
e could install 25 m2, which would generate 3 MWh year−1

ut probably as little as 4 kWh in a “worst case” 24 h period
n the winter. This is only enough to drive the load for
h (1/24th), hardly making a significant contribution to the
ower system resilience.

To provide the 1 MWh autonomy from a battery is imprac-
ical (80 m3 and >40 tonnes). It is clear that a small 4 kW
iesel generator is all that is required – with, say – a 96 kWh
attery to give 24 h autonomy for 4 kW load. The on-site fuel
tore need be no more than 350 l.

.2. Total load = 2 kW

Treated as the same as above: This would need
8 MWh year−1 and autonomy of 0.5 MWh to see it through
0 days, if only one power source were available. If we

ssume that a 7 kW, 5 m diameter, turbine is applied the
ast would need to be in the order of 12 m high. Such a tur-

ine could be expected to generate between 16 and 22 MWh
epending upon the site conditions. If the PV array were to

[

[

urces 162 (2006) 906–912 911

e 2 m wide we could install 20 m2, which would generate
.4 MWh year−1 but probably as little as 4 kWh in a “worst
ase” 24 h period in the winter. To provide the 0.5 MWh
utonomy from a battery is impractical (40 m3 and 20 tonnes).

It is still clear that a (even smaller) 2 kW diesel genera-
or is all that is required – with, say – a 48 kWh battery to
ive 24 h autonomy for 2 kW load, and a diesel fuel store of
175 l.

. Conclusions

The application of PV is not technically (or commercially,
et) viable for this application. A 24 × 7 constant load is
ot suited to PV technology. The size of the array is lim-
ted and the possible contribution to the power demand is
mall.

Wind power is technically viable and has some practical
ossibilities being integrated with the radio mast. Short-term
utonomy is best provided by a VRLA battery. The longer-
erm intermittence of the wind demands a back-up power
upply best provided by a diesel generator. The battery will
inimise the start/run demand on the diesel engine, which

n turn will minimise the required size of the battery storage
apacity.

Other forms of energy source could, at some time in
he future, incorporate local hydrogen production using the
excess” wind power to electrolyse H2 from water (possibly
rom rain collection). The hydrogen thus produced would be
tored on site – perhaps in an underground tank or inside the
ast to minimise visual impact – and used to generate power

ia a fuel cell.
The key is to find an RT technology that uses less power. In

ll forms of future energy calculations, “conservation” is the
rst thing to invest in “generation” decisions and investment
ust always come later.
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